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The American Dream. A myth? A motivation? A cliché? It's been my fascination since
I read Death of a Salesman as a teenager. The play expanded my passions for an art
form, challenged my perceptions of a country and focused my path for the future.
Now, as my time at university is nearly at an end, I feel I have come full circle. It
seems tting that the culmination of four years studying America, is a chance to
explore it on the stage. 

Having lived in Upstate New York for a year, Electric Nebraska has been the perfectHaving lived in Upstate New York for a year, Electric Nebraska has been the perfect
vessel in which to share my experience and celebrate my interest. At a time in my
life when big decisions are being made, the examination of choice, chance and
self-denition is wonderfully exciting. The authenticity of the words, empathetic
nature of the story and the perpetual relevance of the themes have made for a
thrilling creative foundation. 

Shannon, Rachel, Natalia, Aaron, Lou and Nick. You’ve made my rst foray into
directing an absolute joy. Thank you for your patience, your enthusiasm and yourdirecting an absolute joy. Thank you for your patience, your enthusiasm and your
trust. Watching you take a hold of the script and inhabit these characters has been
an honour. You’re all electric.

To Jo, Sam and Laura. Somehow you’ve turned my drawings and bumbling
descriptions into a gloriously designed production, and I thank you
wholeheartedly for it. 

To Tom. Thank you for entrusting me with your captivating work. To be your
director, and your friend, is a delight. director, and your friend, is a delight. 

And lastly, thank you to the Nottingham New Theatre as a whole. Being a part of
this society has been superb and has shaped me. I’ll cherish the memories. I hope
you enjoy it, I have.


